
Smoke Bombs, Trophies, 
and Medical Props 

My testosterone trip to Lynden and the annual 
Whatcom County Fair’s Demolition Derby  

story & photos by WaLter LoCkWooD

Imagine being in a public facility in a 
conservative small town loaded with 
about 50 truly hard men who desire 
nothing more than to get out of the 
room and smash something. 

Now imagine standing up, introducing yourself, and 
proposing that they all pose for you in a sort of funny 
and creative photographic project. something along 
the lines of fairies hanging from strings with elaborate 
costumes, props, and locations. and you would like 
them to do this while they are in the final moments of 
completing the one thing that they have been waiting for, 
investing in, organizing, and breaking their backs over 

all year long. This event, which they are addicted to, will 
be a competitive blood sport set in a gladiator type arena. 
sounds like a good time, right?

The town of Lynden Wa is known for its Dutch heritage, 
churches, manicured lawns, and tough drinking laws. 
I am told the Movie Footloose was based on Lynden. 
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remember the scene with the tractors playing a game 
of chicken? yep, that’s Lynden. The Lynden fairgrounds 
are home to the annual Whatcom County Fair and, most 
important to me, the Whatcom County Demolition 
Derby Club’s grandstand event.

I was graciously invited by club leader and organizer 
Mike scholten to introduce myself to the participants at 
the final meeting of the WCDD before the actual smash 
up in order to suggest my ideas. I waited outside as one 
tough looking pickup truck after another loaded into the 
parking area. The guys lining up at the registration table 

and filling the room looked just like their trucks. My 
assistant and I sat alone at a conspicuously large round 
table against the backdrop of “who the fuck are these 
guys”? sweaty palms and erratic heartbeats confirmed 
the realization that I would have to stand up and propose 
to this crowd. and, of course, I was then introduced to the 
room as “the photographer guy from La who wants to take 
pictures” or something like that. I diffused this by adding 
that my family is local and then tried to make light by 
positing that this was the first time I’d ever spoken to a large 
group of demolition derby drivers, ha, ha, with a smile.

richard hamner and his son bradley were 
the real deal and willing to have me show 
up at their farm to photograph pre-derby. 
score.
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have you ever been alone in a pitch-black concrete 
basement in an abandoned house in the middle of 
nowhere? Now take that moment of silence and inject it 
into the seconds that followed my hilarious introduction. 
I think I peed, but just a little bit.

after the last vehicular warrior leaving the meeting 
filed past without notice, Mike introduced me to richard 

hamner and his son bradley. bradley also goes by the 
nickname “hollywood”. Finally, I was starting to feel 
at home. richard has been competing in and winning 
demolition derbies for 20 years. he has inspired and 
helped many of the drivers in the WCDD. he and his son 
were the real deal and willing to have me show up at their 
farm to photograph pre-derby. score.

It’s all about the number of 
hits you make before your 
car is a total heap of trash 
needing to be dragged out of 
the ring by a tractor.
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of the camera and right on into the dirt track with his 
battering ram of a truck.

I felt like peeling out on a manicured Lynden lawn as 
my assistant and I followed the caravan of heavy metal 
towards the fairgrounds. Thanks to Mike, we had a pit 
pass and the pit would be our hunting grounds for the 
next 14 hours.

The guys had a totally different vibe on derby day. 
everyone was smiling and having a great time getting 
ready to obliterate. all the guys from the Spider Monkey 
team, for instance, were genuinely the nicest, coolest, and 
most relaxed people I’ve met in a long time. Clearly, even 
when replacing a rear axle that got smashed on an sUV 

in the first round, under the hot humid sun, during the 
short hours between races, these guys were jolly and just 
having a blast. Iron men for sure.

More care is taken in the presentation of the cars in 
this derby than in most. These bare bones cars are gutted, 
rebuilt, reinforced, and repainted with pride for the one 
purpose of finding a quick hard-hitting demise. some 
of these soldiers have already been through a war or 
two and look demolished to begin with. There are two 
derbies that take place during the one-day event. The 
lucky winning cars that are twisted, crumpled, banged, 
and broken in the first race are then straightened out and 
reworked enough to be battered again in the second race. 

smoke bombs, trophies, and medical props in hand I 
showed up at richard’s farm. I couldn’t count the number 
of vehicles. I’ll guess 20 ranging from demolition cars 
to brand new heavy-duty pickups to tow trucks. on 
top of that there were several beautiful horses, German 
shepherds, planted crops of trees, gorgeous barns, and 
people of all ages getting ready for the show. My task was 
simple, get portraits and hopefully a couple of solid set up 
shots…

Then brent showed up. If this guy were not at the center 
of roll over car and demolition derby mayhem he would be 
the next star on a more intense version of Duck Dynasty. 
This guy carries the demeanor of Clint eastwood in front 

These bare bones cars are 
gutted, rebuilt, reinforced, 
and repainted with pride for 
the one purpose of finding a 
quick hard-hitting demise.
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as the scoring system demands, it’s all about the number 
of hits you make before your car is a total heap of trash 
needing to be dragged out of the ring by a tractor.

and the crowd goes wild. Moms are there to support 
sons, (hopefully in spirit, not physically after the race) 
friends and family make a party of it, and the spectators 
cheer and laugh between recoiling from the slamming of 
2 ton projectiles. of course the drivers not in the current 
heat are watching intently sizing up their own courses of 
attack. They anticipate with delight at the opportunity to 
sit in a smoking shell ejected from a spent bullet.

although there were a few human injuries, I imagine the 
adrenalin took care of the pain. someone told me about 
a doctor who decided to take up demolition derby as a 
sport. and he even competed…once. For me, inhaling a 
ton of acrid smoke and particles from whatever they make 
cars out of, getting pelted by dirt flying from the track, 
the earsplitting redlining engines, skirting fire fighters 
snuffing burning vehicles, and avoiding cars breaking 
through the reinforced concrete barriers was enough. and 
it was enough to make me want to do it again. I
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